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POLICY 5.02 

4-I I recommend that the Board adopt the proposed repeal of Policy 5.02, entitled 
“Admission to Kindergarten.” 

[Contact: Ira Margulies, PX 45857]  

Repeal-Adoption CONSENT ITEM 

• The Board approved development of this repeal of Policy at the repeal-
development reading on September 24, 2008.   

• This Policy, last revised in 1983, is recommended for repeal, as it is no longer 
needed in view of a more-comprehensive Policy (8.01) on Promotion, 
Placement and Graduation, which includes admission to kindergarten 
information included in the Elementary Student Progression Plan. 

• The Policy should be repealed under Fla. Stat. § 120.74, which requires 
agencies to "delete obsolete or unnecessary rules." 
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POLICY 5.02 
 

ADMISSION TO KINDERGARTEN 
 
1. Before admitting a child to kindergarten the principal shall require evidence of date 3 

of birth according to state law. Prescribed evidence shall be one of the following: 4 

a. A birth certificate. 5 

b. A certificate of baptism. 6 

c. An insurance policy on the child's life in force for at least two years. 7 

d. A bonafide, contemporary, Bible record of the child's birth accompanied by an 8 
affidavit sworn to by the parent. 9 

e. A passport. 10 

f. If none of these evidences can be produced, an affidavit of age sworn by the 11 
parent accompanied by a certificate of age signed by a public health officer. 12 

2. Before admitting a child to kindergarten the principal shall require that the child 13 
meets all health and immunization requirements as defined in Policy 5.06. 14 

STATUTORY AUTHORITY: Fla. Stat. §§ 230.22(2)15 
LAWS IMPLEMENTED:  Fla. Stat. §§ as created by CSHB 157;  232.04; 232.03; 232.0116 
HISTORY: 2/18/72; 4/6/83      Repealed: __/___2008 17 
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Legal Signoff: 

 
The Legal Department has reviewed the proposed repeal of Policy 5.02 and finds it 
legally sufficient for adoption by the Board. 

 
 

__________________________________         ______________________ 
Attorney            Date 

 

 


